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PRODUCE  IDENTITY
We pursue a new possibilities of the customers and offer a further additional value. 
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SC Machinery & Service Co.,Ltd.

Address

Indian branch
UNIT NO.01 & 01A GROUND FLOOR TOWER A SPAZEDGE,
SECTOR - 47, GURGAON - 122 002 HARYANA INDIA
TEL  +91-124-234-8917
FAX +91-124-234-0679

Headquaters
21-1 Shougen-Cho Higashi-Ku Hmamatsu-shi
Shizuoka-ken 430-0802
 TEL　+81-053-464-6771
 FAX    +81-053-463-8422

Name of the company

Company overview Description of businessWe provide domestic and foreign automotive production sites with
various productive equipment for process, assembly, conveyance,  
welding and molding.
Our competitive network enable us not only to sell equipment 
but also to support you in planning, on-site start-up and after -sales care 
based on our extensive service to meet your needs.

The capital 90,000,000yen

Stockholder Sumitomo Shoji Company

Sales 5.9 billion yen March, 2021

Establishment October, 2002

Representative The President and Representative Director
Osamu Sato

  1. Design, manufacturing and sales of machine tool, atomobile machine tool, general machine tool, 
      power machinery, robotic devices, tool, carrying devices, electric discharge machine and metal 
      processing machine such as pressing machine.
  2. Design, manufacturing and sales of cast metals, aluminum alloy castings, nonferrous metals, 
      die castings, molded synthetic resins and their processing machine.
  3. Design, manufacturing, and sales of  precision machine tool and parts, tool and parts
      for machine tool.
  4. Design, manufacturing and sales of hydraulically controlled, pneumatically controlled and 
      transmission controlled machine tool and carrying devices.
  5. Design, manufacturing and sales of machine and parts for transport equipment such as cars and
      trains and their manufacturing facilities.
  6. Sales of various ball bearings.
  7. Design, manufacturing, and sales of  pollution control equipment, washing machine
      and dust extractor.
  8. Development, manufacturing and sales of microcomputer applied electric equispment, computer
      control equipment for machine tool.
  9. Design, manufacturing and sales of automatic control units, electronic engineering instruments and 
      their components.
10. Development and sales of software.
11. Consulting service offering our technical know-how to international industry associations.
12. Export, import, business and investment incidental to the above.
13. Overall business incidental to the above.

We create wealth and realize our dreams through our robust business.

We respect human dignity, enhance our credibility and make probity our motto.

We develop a dynamic and innovative corporate culture.


